
1. You are given a tree representing a basic mathematical expression, where the number of
children extending from any node is ≥ 2. Each of the leaves is a real number and each node
represents a mathematical operator from the set(+, -, *, /) that is to be applied to all of the
leaves of that node. Additionally, all operations should be evaluated left-to-right, so if you have
a subtraction node with 1, 2 and 3 you would evaluate as 1− 2− 3 = −4. Write a method that
calculates the value of such a tree.

signature: value = calculate(node root node)

2. You are given an array of floating point values representing American currency, an-
other array representing the quantity of each coin in your possession and a dollar amount.
The values of the coins aren’t necessarily standard denominations. However, you may assume
the array of coin values are sorted in ascending order, and that all coins consist of at most
two decimal places. Additionally you may assume that the price will never exceed 10 dollars.
Write a method to determine the smallest number of coins that can represent the dollar amount.

signature: coins array = how much change do i use?(array coin types, array coin quantities,

float price of shiny)

3. You are given two strings of arbitrary, and possibly different, length. Write a method to
determine the set of longest possible substrings common to both, if any exists. Note that library
methods, if implemented in your language of choice, will not be accepted.

signature: substring = longest substring(string s1, string s2)

4. You are to write an application that creates number spirals. Examples follow:

1 2 3

10 11 4

9 12 5

8 7 6

1 2 3 4 5

18 19 20 21 6

17 28 29 22 7

16 27 30 23 8

15 26 25 24 9

14 13 12 11 10

Write a method that accepts an integer width and height and generates a number spiral as
above.
Note that the numbers are right-aligned and padded with spaces in columns which are as wide
as the widest number in the spiral. Each column is then separated by a single space.

signature: oblong number spiral funball(integer height, integer width)


